
STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

To: Commissioners  

From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Committee Registrar  

Date: May 18, 2021 

Re: Enhanced Compliance Review of Leadership PACs’ 2020 Filings (Report 1 of 2) 

This memo describes the procedures used in the post-election review of 2020 leadership 

PACs.  The idea for the project originated in 2017 after the Commission completed the 

investigation of the Respect Maine PAC and considered news coverage of other 

leadership PACs.  The Commission staff did not review leadership PACs in 2018 due to 

an extended budget crisis (resulting in litigation) and the introduction of a new electronic 

filing system that occupied far more staff time than was anticipated. 

Genesis of Project 

On August 30, 2017, the Commission staff reported back to the Commission concerning 

an investigation of Respect Maine PAC.  The Commission determined that a State 

Senator had made unreported payments from his leadership PAC as loans to a family 

business, and assessed penalties totaling $7,500 for the reporting violations.  In 2019, the 

Commission staff presented on outline for a potential one-time review of leadership 

PACs to be conducted after the November 3, 2020 general election.  The Commission 

directed staff to distribute a letter notifying leadership PACs of a more thorough review 

of their financial activities in 2020.  We sent the mailing on October 9, 2019.  At a 

meeting on November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized the staff to conduct an 

enhanced compliance review of the finances of leadership PACs with the understanding 

that the project was not intended to suggest any impropriety by the legislators that 

established the PACs. 

Statutory Authority to Conduct Audits 

The enhanced compliance reviews of 2020 leadership PACs were conducted pursuant to 

two provisions: 
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• Title 21-A, § 1003(1): “The commission may undertake audits and investigations 

to determine whether a person has violated this chapter [i.e., the campaign finance 

reporting laws], chapter 14 [the Maine Clean Election Act], and the rules of the 

commission.” 

• Title 1, § 1008(2): “The general duties of the commission shall be: … [t]o 

administer and investigate any violations of those requirements of campaign 

reports and campaign financing, including the provisions of the Maine Clean 

Election Act and the Maine Clean Election Fund ….” 

Currently, the Commission staff conducts compliance reviews of all campaign finance 

reports filed by PACs and ballot question committees.  This review is administered by 

Michael Dunn, Esq. and Lorrie Brann.  The Commission staff reviews the reports to 

make sure that each report appears complete and accurate on its face, all required details 

appear in the report, and no deficiencies or violations are apparent.  The Commission 

staff follows up when documentation or additional information is needed.   

Selection of PACs to be Reviewed  

The term, leadership PAC, is not defined in Maine Election Law.1  For purposes of this 

review, the Commission has defined leadership PAC to mean: 

• A PAC registered in 2020; 

• The Legislator is a principal officer or treasurer of the PAC, or one of the people 

primarily responsible for making decisions for the PAC; and 

• The PAC reported raising or spending over $5,000 in 2020.   

Based on these criteria, fifteen (15) PACs were selected for review:       

  

 
1 At your December 18, 2020 meeting, the Commission approved a statutory definition for “leadership 
PAC” as part of a proposed agency bill now under consideration by the Maine Legislature. 
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Committees (and Associated Legislators) 2020 
Contributions 

2020 
Expenditures 

Aroostook PAC (John Martin) $6,400.00  $2,686.00  
Charlotte PAC (Charlotte Warren) $4,745.00  $10,733.23  
Committee for Peace and Justice (Michael 
Brennan) $8,755.00  $4,755.19  
Fecteau for Leadership (Ryan Fecteau) $31,876.00  $46,557.56  
Libby Leadership PAC (Nathan Libby) $23,750.00  $15,283.90  
Maine First PAC (Lawrence Lockman) $3,600.00  $7,757.01  
Maine Opportunity PAC (Andrew Gattine) $500.00  $18,152.59  
One Maine (Kathleen Dillingham) $55,428.00  $30,468.71  
PAC to the Future (Matt Moonen) $12,505.00  $23,643.13  
Prosperity for Maine’s Future (Matthew 
Pouliot) $58,515.00  $138,182.45  
Revive Home Town Maine PAC (Joel Stetkis) $25,050.00  $22,275.76  
Shiretown PAC (Gregg Swallow) $5,789.00  $4,932.67  
Star City PAC (Trey Stewart) $10,450.00  $28,589.66  
Still Fed Up with Taxes (Jeffrey Timberlake) $92,063.20  $136,585.77  
Sunshine Hill (Stacey Guerin) $24,000.00  $27,720.99  

Review Procedures 

On December 8, 2020, the Commission staff mailed each PAC a letter requesting the 

following documents:  

• All 2020 bank statements for the PAC; 

• Receipts/invoices for all expenditures over $50 incurred during 2020; 

• Documentation of any new loans or debts, or any payments thereof in 2020; and  

• Records from ActBlue, Anedot, or similar fundraising service of contributions 

received in 2020.   

All PACs were given a deadline of January 31, 2021.   

Once these documents were received, the Commission staff began reviewing the 

documents and then comparing them to the PAC’s campaign finance reports.  The 

Commission staff would flag issues2 found in the records for appropriate follow-up.  On 

March 9, 20201, the Commission staff had completed its initial review and mailed 

 
2 The term “issue” here means that information provided raised questions for Commission staff.  It does not 
mean that it was a violation, only that it warranted gathering further information.   
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specific follow-up questions to each PAC based on the issues that were flagged by the 

Commission staff.  The PACs were to provide the additional information by March 23, 

2021.   

After reviewing the additional information, the Commission staff would mark each issue 

as either: (1) Resolved; (2) Exception; or (3) Potential Violation.  A Resolved issue 

means the PAC provided sufficient information to show that the issue was reported 

appropriately.  An Exception means the PAC has slightly deviated from the statutory 

requirements and no further action is warranted.  A Potential Violation means the PAC 

has significantly deviated from the statutory requirements and the Commission staff 

recommends a finding of violation and potentially a civil penalty, if warranted.   

On April 16, 2021, the Commission staff mailed the PACs individual reports for its 

Exceptions and Potential Violations.  The Commission staff invited the PACs to submit 

any replies by May 7, 2021.  Lastly, the Commission staff prepared a cover memo and 

materials for each PAC that documents the issues and any needed follow-ups.   

The Commission staff focused on the following issues as part of their review: 

• The transactions on the campaign finance reports were reported accurately and 

completely.  

• No transactions have been omitted or duplicated.   

• The PAC’s actual bank balance can be reconciled with the PAC’s reported 

balance.3  

• All required records (receipts, invoices, bank statements, etc.) were maintained. 

• There were no prohibited transactions (lobbyist contributions, self-enrichment).  

• Any other issues that were apparent.   

  

 
3 For each campaign finance report filed by a candidate or committee, the Commission’s efiling system 
calculates a “cash balance at end of period” based on the transactions reported by the filer, and displays that 
balance in the financial activity summary on the cover page of the report. 
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Presented Committees 

The Commission staff has concluded its review of ten of the fifteen PACs selected for 

review.  The Commission staff intends to present the remaining five PACs during the 

July meeting as Part 2 of 2.   

Conclusions 

Attached to this memorandum is a chart that breaks down the exceptions and potential 

violations for each presented PAC.  Also attached to this memorandum are the relevant 

laws that impact the analysis for the issues found in these ten committees.   

The Commission staff is happy to answer questions that the Commission may have.  

Thank you for your attention in this matter. 



LEADERSHIP PAC COMPLIANCE REVIEW SUMMARY (PART 1 OF 2) 

PAC Name Omitted 
Transaction 

Missing 
Receipt 

Incorrect 
Report 

Information 

Bank 
Account 

Discrepancy 

Failure to 
Reply 

Self-
Enrichment 

Lobbyist 
Contributions 

Late Reports 
/Registration 

Failure to 
Amend 

Registration 
Aroostook 

PAC X X X 

Fecteau for 
Leadership X X 

Libby 
Leadership X 

Maine First 
PAC X 

Maine 
Opportunity 

PAC 
X 

PAC to the 
Future 

Prosperity 
for Maine’s 

Future 
X 

Revive 
Hometown 
Maine PAC 

X X 

Still Fed up 
with Taxes 
Sunshine 

Hill 



Title 21-A Maine Revised Statutes 

 
§ 1003. Investigations by commission 
 
 

1.  Investigations.   The commission may undertake audits and investigations to determine 
whether a person has violated this chapter, chapter 14 or the rules of the commission. For this 
purpose, the commission may subpoena witnesses and records whether located within or without 
the State and take evidence under oath. A person or entity that fails to obey the lawful subpoena of 
the commission or to testify before it under oath must be punished by the Superior Court for 
contempt upon application by the Attorney General on behalf of the commission. The Attorney 
General may apply on behalf of the commission to the Superior Court or to a court of another state 
to enforce compliance with a subpoena issued to a nonresident person. Service of any subpoena 
issued by the commission may be accomplished by: 

A.  Delivering a duly executed copy of the notice to the person to be served or to a partner or 
to any officer or agent authorized by appointment or by law to receive service of process on 
behalf of that person; 

B.  Delivering a duly executed copy of the notice to the principal place of business in this State 
of the person to be served; or 

C.  Mailing by registered or certified mail a duly executed copy of the notice, addressed to the 
person to be served, to the person’s principal place of business. 

2.  Investigations requested.   A person may apply in writing to the commission requesting an 
investigation as described in subsection 1. The commission shall review the application and shall 
make the investigation if the reasons stated for the request show sufficient grounds for believing 
that a violation may have occurred. 

2-A.  Repealed.   Laws 2001, c. 535, § 1. 

3.  State Auditor.   The State Auditor shall assist the commission in making investigations and in 
other phases of the commission’s duties under this chapter, as requested by the commission, and 
has all necessary powers to carry out these responsibilities. 

3-A.  Confidential records.   Investigative working papers of the commission are confidential, 
except that the commission may disclose them to the subject of the audit or investigation, other 
entities as necessary for the conduct of an audit or investigation and law enforcement and other 
agencies for purposes of reporting, investigating or prosecuting a criminal or civil violation. For 
purposes of this subsection, “investigative working papers” means documents, records and other 
printed or electronic information in the following limited categories that are acquired, prepared or 
maintained by the commission during the conduct of an audit, investigation or other enforcement 
matter: 

A.  Financial information not normally available to the public; 

B.  Information that, if disclosed, would reveal sensitive political or campaign information 
belonging to a party committee, political action committee, ballot question committee, 
candidate or candidate’s political committee, or other person who is the subject of an audit, 



investigation or other enforcement matter, even if the information is in the possession of a 
vendor or 3rd party; 

C.  Information or records subject to a privilege against discovery or use as evidence; and 

D.  Intra-agency or interagency communications related to an audit or investigation, including 
any record of an interview, meeting or examination. 

The commission may disclose investigative working papers or discuss them at a public 
meeting, except for the information or records subject to a privilege against discovery or use as 
evidence, if the information or record is materially relevant to a memorandum or interim or 
final report by the commission staff or a decision by the commission concerning an audit, 
investigation or other enforcement matter. A memorandum or report on the audit or 
investigation prepared by staff for the commission may be disclosed at the time it is submitted 
to the commission, as long as the subject of the audit or investigation has an opportunity to 
review it first to identify material that the subject of the audit or investigation considers 
privileged or confidential under some other provision of law. 

4.  Attorney General.   Upon the request of the commission, the Attorney General shall aid in any 
investigation, provide advice, examine any witnesses before the commission or otherwise assist 
the commission in the performance of its duties. The commission shall refer any apparent 
violations of this chapter to the Attorney General for prosecution. 

§ 1004. Violations 
 
 

The violation of any of the following subsections is a Class E crime. 

1.  Contributions and expenditures.   A person, candidate, treasurer, political committee or 
political action committee may not knowingly make or accept any contribution or make any 
expenditure in violation of this chapter. 

2.  False statements.   A person, candidate, treasurer or political action committee may not 
make a false statement in a report required by this chapter. 

3.  Contributions in another’s name.   A person may not knowingly: 

A.  Make a contribution in the name of another person; 

B.  Permit the person’s name to be used to accomplish a contribution in violation of 
paragraph A; or 

C.  Accept a contribution made by one person in the name of another person. 

4.  Registration; political action committees.   A political action committee or ballot question 
committee required to be registered under section 1052-A or 1056-B may not operate in this 
State unless it is so registered. 

§ 1004-A. Penalties 
 
 

The commission may assess the following penalties in addition to the other monetary sanctions 
authorized in this chapter. 



1. Late campaign finance report.  A person that files a late campaign finance report 
containing no contributions or expenditures may be assessed a penalty of no more than $100. 

2. Contribution in excess of limitations.  A person that accepts or makes a contribution that 
exceeds the limitations set out in section 1015, subsections 1 and 2 may be assessed a penalty 
of no more than the amount by which the contribution exceeded the limitation. 

3. Contribution in name of another person.  A person that makes a contribution in the name 
of another person, or that knowingly accepts a contribution made by one person in the name of 
another person, may be assessed a penalty not to exceed $5,000. 

4. Substantial misreporting.  A person that files a campaign finance report that substantially 
misreports contributions, expenditures or other campaign activity may be assessed a penalty 
not to exceed $5,000. 

5. Material false statements.  A person that makes a material false statement or that makes a 
statement that includes a material misrepresentation in a document that is required to be 
submitted to the commission, or that is submitted in response to a request by the commission, 
may be assessed a penalty not to exceed $5,000. 

When the commission has reason to believe that a violation has occurred, the commission shall 
provide written notice to the candidate, party committee, political action committee, committee 
treasurer or other respondent and shall afford them an opportunity to appear before the 
commission before assessing any penalty. In determining any penalty under subsections 3, 4 and 5, 
the commission shall consider, among other things, the level of intent to mislead, the penalty 
necessary to deter similar misconduct in the future and the harm suffered by the public from the 
incorrect disclosure. A final determination by the commission may be appealed to the Superior 
Court in accordance with Title 5, chapter 375, subchapter 7 and the Maine Rules of Civil 
Procedure Rule 80C. 

Penalties assessed pursuant to this section that have not been paid in full within 30 days after 
issuance of a notice of the final determination may be enforced in accordance with section 1004-B. 

§ 1052-A. Registration 
 
 

A political action committee shall register with the commission and amend its registration as 
required by this section. A registration is not timely filed unless it contains all the information 
required in this section. 

1. Deadlines to file and amend registrations.   A political action committee shall register and 
file amendments with the commission according to the following schedule. 

A.  A political action committee as defined under section 1052, subsection 5, paragraph A, 
subparagraph (1) or (4) that receives contributions or makes expenditures in the aggregate 
in excess of $1,500 and a political action committee as defined under section 1052, 
subsection 5, paragraph A, subparagraph (5) that receives contributions or makes 
expenditures in the aggregate in excess of $5,000 for the purpose of influencing the 
nomination or election of any candidate to political office shall register with the 
commission within 7 days of exceeding the applicable amount. 



B.  A political action committee shall amend the registration within 10 days of a change in 
the information that political action committees are required to disclose under this section. 

C.  A political action committee shall file an updated registration form between January 1st 
and March 1st of each year in which a general election is held. The commission may waive 
the updated registration requirement for a newly registered political action committee or 
other registered political action committee if the commission determines that the 
requirement would cause an administrative burden disproportionate to the public benefit of 
the updated information. 

2. Disclosure of treasurer and officers.   A political action committee must have a treasurer 
and a principal officer. The same individual may not serve in both positions. The political 
action committee’s registration must contain the names and addresses of the following 
individuals: 

A.  The treasurer of the political action committee; 

B.  A principal officer of the political action committee; 

C.  Any other individuals who are primarily responsible for making decisions for the 
political action committee; 

D.  The individuals who are primarily responsible for raising contributions for the political 
action committee; and 

E.  The names of any other candidates or Legislators who have a significant role in fund-
raising or decision-making for the political action committee. 

3. Other disclosure requirements.   A political action committee’s registration must also 
include the following information: 

A.  A statement indicating the specific candidates, categories of candidates or campaigns 
that the political action committee expects to support or oppose; 

B.  If the political action committee is formed to influence the election of a single 
candidate, the name of that candidate; 

C.  The form or structure of the organization, such as a voluntary association, membership 
organization, corporation or any other structure by which the political action committee 
functions, and the date of origin or incorporation of the organization; 

D.  If the political action committee has been formed by one or more for-profit or nonprofit 
corporations or other organizations for the purpose of initiating or influencing a campaign, 
the names and addresses of the corporations or organizations; 

E.  The name of the account that the political action committee will use to deposit 
contributions and make expenditures pursuant to section 1054, and the name and address of 
the financial institution at which the account is established; and 

F.  Any additional information reasonably required by the commission to monitor the 
activities of political action committees in this State under this subchapter. 

4. Acknowledgment of responsibilities.   The treasurer, principal officer and any other 
individuals who are primarily responsible for making decisions for the political action 
committee shall submit a signed statement acknowledging their responsibilities on a form 
prescribed by the commission within 10 days of registering the political action committee. The 



signed acknowledgment statement serves as notification of the responsibilities of the political 
action committee to comply with the financial reporting, record-keeping and other 
requirements of this chapter and the potential personal liability of the treasurer and principal 
officer for civil penalties assessed against the political action committee. The commission shall 
notify the political action committee of any individual who has failed to submit the 
acknowledgment statement. Failure to return the acknowledgment statement is a violation of 
this subchapter for which a fine of $100 may be assessed against the political action 
committee. This section also applies to individuals named in an updated or amended 
registration required by this subsection who have not previously submitted an acknowledgment 
statement for the political action committee with the commission. 

5. Resignation and removal.   An individual who resigns as the treasurer, principal officer or 
primary decision maker of a political action committee shall submit a written resignation 
statement to the commission. An individual’s resignation is not effective until the commission 
receives the written resignation statement from the individual. If an individual is involuntarily 
removed from the position of treasurer, principal officer or primary decision maker by the 
political action committee, the political action committee shall notify the commission in 
writing that the individual has been removed from the position. The commission may prescribe 
forms for these purposes. 

§ 1054. Appointment of treasurer; depository 
 
 

Any political action committee required to register under section 1052-A must appoint a treasurer 
before registering with the commission. A registered political action committee shall deposit all 
funds contributed to or received by the political action committee for the purpose of influencing a 
campaign in a single account in a financial institution and shall finance all of the political action 
committee’s expenditures to influence the election through the account. If the political action 
committee was formed by another organization, that other organization may pay its employees for 
their campaign-related activities on behalf of the political action committee through its own 
treasury, rather than through the single account established by the political action committee and 
used for campaign expenditures. 

§ 1054-A. Duties and liabilities of the treasurer, principal officer and primary 
decision maker of political action committees 
 
 

1. Duties of the treasurer.   The treasurer of the political action committee shall ensure that the 
political action committee files and amends the political action committee’s registration, files 
complete and accurate financial reports with the commission and maintains the political action 
committee’s records as required by this chapter and the commission’s rules. The treasurer is 
responsible for the political action committee’s performance of these duties regardless of whether 
the treasurer has delegated administrative tasks related to these duties to another individual. 

2. Joint responsibilities of the treasurer and principal officer.   The treasurer and the principal 
officer are jointly responsible for the political action committee’s compliance with the 
requirements of this chapter and the commission’s rules. The treasurer and principal officer are 



responsible for accepting and responding to notices and correspondence from the commission on 
behalf of the political action committee. 

3. Participation in spending decisions.   An individual who is the treasurer, principal officer or 
primary decision maker of the political action committee and who has signed the acknowledgment 
statement required by section 1052-A, subsection 4 is deemed to have participated in the spending 
decisions of the political action committee until the commission receives the individual’s 
resignation statement or a notice of the individual’s involuntary removal from the political action 
committee. 

4. Financial liability.   The commission may hold the treasurer and principal officer jointly and 
severally liable with the political action committee for any fines assessed against the political 
action committee for violations of this chapter and chapter 14. In addition, the commission may 
assess all or part of a fine against any other agent of the political action committee who is directly 
responsible for a violation, including individuals who have resigned or have been removed 
involuntarily from the political action committee. In deciding whether to assess a penalty against a 
treasurer, principal officer or any other individual, the commission may consider, among other 
things, whether the individual had actual knowledge of the action that constituted the violation or 
had authorized that action and whether the violation was intentional or caused by an error by a 
vendor or someone outside the control of the political action committee. 

§ 1054-B. Payments to Legislators by political action committees 
 
 

If a Legislator is a principal officer or treasurer of a political action committee or is one of the 
individuals primarily responsible for raising contributions or making decisions for the political 
action committee, the political action committee may not compensate the Legislator for services 
provided to the political action committee. The political action committee may not make payments 
or distribute, loan, advance, deposit or gift money or anything of value to or compensate a 
business owned or operated by the Legislator. The political action committee may reimburse the 
Legislator for expenses incurred in the proper performance of the duties of the Legislator, for 
purchases made on behalf of the political action committee and for travel expenses associated with 
volunteering for the political action committee. Allowable reimbursement for expenses does not 
include payments from the political action committee that are determined by the commission to be 
for the purpose of personal financial enrichment of the Legislator. The funds of the political action 
committee may not be commingled with the personal funds of the Legislator or the funds of a 
business owned or operated by the Legislator. 

§ 1059. Report; filing requirements 
 
 

A committee required to register under section 1052-A, 1053-B or 1056-B shall file an initial 
campaign finance report within 7 days of registration and thereafter shall file reports in compliance 
with this section. All reports must be filed by 11:59 p.m. on the day of the filing deadline, except 
that reports submitted to a municipal clerk must be filed by the close of business on the day of the 
filing deadline. 

1.  Deleted.   Laws 2007, c. 443, § A-35. 

2. Reporting schedule.   A committee shall file reports according to the following schedule. 



A.  A committee shall file quarterly reports: 

(1)  On January 15th, and the report must be complete as of December 31st; 

(2)  On April 10th, and the report must be complete as of March 31st; 

(3)  On July 15th, and the report must be complete as of June 30th; and 

(4)  On October 5th, and the report must be complete as of September 30th. 

B.  During any year in which primary and general elections are held, a committee shall file 
primary and general election reports in addition to the reports required under paragraph A: 

(1)  On the 11th day before the date on which the election is held, which must be 
complete as of the 14th day before that date; and 

(2)  On the 42nd day after the date on which the election is held, which must be 
complete as of the 35th day after that date. 

A committee shall file primary and general election reports even if the committee did 
not engage in financial activity to influence the primary or general election. 

C.  In any election year other than a year described in paragraph B, if a committee has 
received contributions or made expenditures for the purpose of influencing a ballot 
question election, a special election or a municipal candidate or referendum election 
subject to Title 30-A, section 2502, the committee shall file preelection and post-election 
reports: 

(1)  On the 11th day before the date on which the election is held, which must be 
complete as of the 14th day before that date; and 

(2)  On the 42nd day after the date on which the election is held, which must be 
complete as of the 35th day after that date. 

D.  A committee that files an election report under paragraph B or C is not required to file a 
quarterly report when the deadline for that quarterly report falls within 10 days of the filing 
deadline established in paragraph B or C. 

E.  If a committee is required to file a report 11 days before an election pursuant to 
paragraph B or C, the committee shall report any single contribution of $5,000 or more 
received or single expenditure of $1,000 or more made after the 14th day before the 
election and more than 24 hours before 5:00 p.m. on the day of the election within 24 hours 
of that contribution or expenditure. The treasurer is not required to include in this report 
expenditures for overhead expenses or compensation paid to an employee or other member 
of the campaign staff who has received payments at regular intervals that have been 
disclosed in previously filed campaign finance reports. As used in this paragraph, 
“overhead expenses” includes, but is not limited to, rent, utility payments, taxes, insurance 
premiums or similar administrative expenses. 

3. Repealed.   Laws 1989, c. 504, § 28 

4. Repealed.   Laws 1989, c. 504, § 28 

5. Electronic filing.   A committee shall file each report required by this section through an 
electronic filing system developed by the commission. The commission may make an 
exception to this electronic filing requirement if a committee submits a written request that 



states that the committee lacks access to the technology or the technological ability to file 
reports electronically. The request for an exception must be submitted within 30 days of the 
registration of the committee. The commission shall grant all reasonable requests for 
exceptions. 

§ 1060. Content of reports 
 
 

The reports must contain the following information and any additional information required by the 
commission to monitor the activities of political action committees: 

1. Identification of candidates.   The names of and offices sought by all candidates whom the 
political action committee supports, intends to support or seeks to defeat; 

2. Identification of committees; parties.   The names of all political committees or party 
committees supported in any way by the political action committee; 

3. Identification of referendum or initiated petition.   The referenda or initiated petitions 
that the political action committee supports or opposes; 

4. Itemized expenditures.  An itemization of each expenditure made to initiate or influence 
any campaign, including the date, payee and purpose of the expenditure; the name of each 
candidate, campaign, political committee, political action committee or party committee 
supported or opposed; and each referendum or initiated petition supported or opposed by the 
expenditure. If expenditures were made to a person described in section 1012, subsection 3, 
paragraph A, subparagraph (4), the report must contain the name of the person; the amount 
spent by that person on behalf of the candidate, campaign, political committee, political action 
committee, party committee, referendum or initiated petition, including, but not limited to, 
expenditures made during the signature gathering phase; the reason for the expenditure; and 
the date of the expenditure. The commission may specify the categories of expenditures that 
are to be reported to enable the commission to closely monitor the activities of political action 
committees; 

5. Aggregate expenditures.  An aggregation of expenditures and cumulative aggregation of 
expenditures to a candidate, campaign, political committee, political action committee, party 
committee, referendum or initiated petition; 

6. Identification of contributions.  Names, occupations, places of business and mailing 
addresses of contributors who have given more than $50 to the political action committee in 
the reporting period and the amount and date of each contribution, except that an organization 
qualifying as a political action committee under section 1052, subsection 5, paragraph A, 
subparagraph (5) is required to report only those contributions made to the organization for the 
purpose of influencing a ballot question or the nomination or election of a candidate to 
political office and all transfers to or funds used to support the political action committee from 
the general treasury of the organization; and 

7. Other expenditures.  Operational expenses and other expenditures that are not made on 
behalf of a candidate, committee or campaign, except that an organization qualifying as a 
political action committee under section 1052, subsection 5, paragraph A, subparagraph (5) is 
required to report only those expenditures made for the purpose of influencing a campaign. 



§ 1062-A. Failure to file on time 
 
 

1. Registration.   A political action committee required to register under section 1052-A, 1053-A 
or 1053-B or a ballot question committee required to register under section 1053-A or 1056-B that 
fails to do so or that fails to provide the information required by the commission for registration 
may be assessed a fine of no more than $2,500. In assessing a fine, the commission shall consider, 
among other things, whether the violation was intentional, the amount of campaign and financial 
activity that occurred before the committee registered, whether the committee intended to conceal 
its campaign or financial activity and the level of experience of the committee’s volunteers and 
staff. 

2. Campaign finance reports.   A campaign finance report is not timely filed unless a properly 
signed or electronically submitted copy of the report, substantially conforming to the disclosure 
requirements of this subchapter, is received by the commission by 11:59 p.m. on the date it is due. 
Except as provided in subsection 6, the commission shall determine whether a required report 
satisfies the requirements for timely filing. The commission may waive a penalty in whole or in 
part if it is disproportionate to the level of experience of the person filing the report or to the harm 
suffered by the public from the late disclosure. The commission may waive the penalty in whole or 
in part if the commission determines the failure to file a timely report was due to mitigating 
circumstances. For purposes of this section, “mitigating circumstances” means: 

A.  A valid emergency of the committee treasurer determined by the commission, in the 
interest of the sound administration of justice, to warrant the waiver of the penalty in whole or 
in part; 

B.  An error by the commission staff; or 

C.  Other circumstances determined by the commission that warrant mitigation of the penalty, 
based upon relevant evidence presented that a bona fide effort was made to file the report in 
accordance with the statutory requirements, including, but not limited to, unexplained delays in 
postal service or interruptions in Internet service. 

3. Basis for penalties.   The penalty for late filing of a report required under this subchapter is a 
percentage of the total contributions or expenditures for the filing period, whichever is greater, 
multiplied by the number of calendar days late, as follows: 

A.  For the first violation, 2%; 

B.  For the 2nd violation, 4%; and 

C.  For the 3rd and subsequent violations, 6%. 

Any penalty of less than $ 10 is waived. 

Violations accumulate on reports with filing deadlines in a 2-year period that begins on January 
1st of each even-numbered calendar year. Waiver of a penalty does not nullify the finding of a 
violation. 

A report required to be filed under this subchapter that is sent by certified or registered United 
States mail and postmarked at least 2 days before the deadline is not subject to penalty. 



A required report may be provisionally filed by transmission of a facsimile copy of the duly 
executed report to the commission, as long as an original of the same report is received by the 
commission within 5 calendar days thereafter. 

4. Maximum penalties.   The maximum penalty under this subchapter is $10,000 for reports 
required under section 1053-A, 1056-B or 1059, except that if the dollar amount of the financial 
activity that was not timely filed or did not substantially conform to the reporting requirements of 
this subchapter exceeds $50,000, the maximum penalty is 100% of the dollar amount of that 
financial activity. 

5. Request for a commission determination.   If the commission staff finds that a committee has 
failed to file a report required under this subchapter, the commission staff shall mail a notice to the 
treasurer of the committee within 3 business days following the filing deadline informing the 
treasurer that a report was not received. If a committee files a report required under this subchapter 
late, a notice of preliminary penalty must be forwarded to the treasurer of the committee whose 
report is not received by 11:59 p.m. on the deadline date, informing the treasurer of the 
commission staff finding of violation and preliminary penalty calculated under subsection 3 and 
providing the treasurer with an opportunity to request a determination by the commission. A 
request for determination must be made within 14 calendar days of receipt of the commission’s 
notice. A principal officer or treasurer requesting a determination may either appear in person or 
designate a representative to appear on the principal officer’s or treasurer’s behalf or submit a 
sworn statement explaining the mitigating circumstances for consideration by the commission. A 
final determination by the commission may be appealed to the Superior Court in accordance with 
Title 5, chapter 375, subchapter 7 and the Maine Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule 80C. 

6. Final notice of penalty.   After a commission meeting, notice of the final determination of the 
commission and the penalty, if any, imposed pursuant to this subchapter must be sent to the 
principal officer and the treasurer of the committee. 

If a determination is not requested, the preliminary penalty calculated by the commission staff is 
final. The commission staff shall mail final notice of the penalty to the principal officer and to the 
treasurer of the committee. A detailed summary of all notices must be provided to the commission. 

7. List of late-filing committees.   The commission shall prepare a list of the names of 
committees that are late in filing a report required under section 1059, subsection 2, paragraph B, 
subparagraph (1) or section 1059, subsection 2, paragraph C or D within 30 days of the date of the 
election and shall make that list available for public inspection. 

8. Failure to file.   A person who fails to file a report as required by this subchapter within 30 days 
of the filing deadline is guilty of a Class E crime, except that, if a penalty pursuant to subsection 8-
A is assessed and collected by the commission, the State may not prosecute a violation under this 
subsection. 

8-A. Penalties for failure to file report.   The commission may assess a civil penalty for failure to 
file a report required by this subchapter. The maximum penalty for failure to file a report required 
under section 1056-B or section 1059 is $ 10,000 or the amount of financial activity not reported, 
whichever is greater. 

9. Enforcement.   A penalty assessed pursuant to this section that has not been paid in full within 
30 days after issuance of a notice of the final determination may be enforced in accordance with 
section 1004-B. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 
From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 
Date: May 19, 2021 
Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Aroostook PAC 
  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Aroostook PAC an 

initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  After review, the Commission staff 

sent a supplemental request for records on 03/09/2021, which were received on 

03/23/2021.  ETH. 7-8.  On 04/16/2021, the Commission staff mailed its preliminary 

findings to the Aroostook PAC’s officers requesting comment.  ETH. 1-2.  The 

Commission staff spoke with Mr. David Parent, the PAC’s treasurer, who indicated he 

would not be submitting a response.  Accordingly, the Commission staff found no 

potential violations and one exception.  The Commission staff is recommending no 

further action regarding the Aroostook PAC.   

 
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
Transaction Codes.  The Commission is required to adopt such procedures, rules and 

regulations as may appear necessary for the orderly, prompt, fair and efficient carrying 

out of its duties.  1 M.R.S. § 1003.  Campaign finance reports must contain certain 

information required by statute and “any additional information required by the 

commission to monitor the activities of [PACs]”.  1 M.R.S. § 1060.  The Commission is 

authorized to specify categories of expenditures to monitor the activities of PACs.  Id.  

The Commission’s online and paper reporting forms for all PACs and BQCs include 

categories for expenditure types.  For instance, “POL” means “Polling and Survey 

Research” and “WEB” means “Website and Internet Costs.”  The committee officers are 

required to file complete and accurate financial reports.  21-A M.R.S. § 1054-A.   
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Receipt Retention.  The treasurer of a PAC shall retain a vendor invoice or receipt stating 

the particular goods or services purchased for every expenditure in excess of $50 to 

initiate or influence a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1057(2).   

 
Reporting Expenditures.  A PAC must report all expenditures to initiate or influence a 

campaign and include the payee, purpose, whether it was to support or oppose a 

candidate or referendum.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(4).  The PAC must also report operational 

expenditures that are not made for the purpose of influencing a campaign.  21-A M.R.S.  

§ 1060(4). 

 
ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
During the Commission staff’s initial review of the Aroostook PAC’s records, the 

Commission staff flagged three issues for further review: 

 
1. The PAC provided a receipt dated 10/25/2021 from Channel X Radio Network 

for $1,375, but there was no corresponding expenditure reported on the PAC’s 

campaign finance reports. 

2. On 10/07/2020, the PAC made an expenditure for the rental of a building from 

Mr. Jason Nadeau.  The PAC did not receive a receipt and instead created a note-

to-file that documented the transaction.   

3. On 04/10/2020, the PAC listed the $500 salary paid to Mr. Parent as OTH 

(Other) and not PER (Personnel).   

 
Channel X Radio Network.  A PAC must report all campaign related and operational 

expenditures.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060.  Here, the PAC provided a receipt from Channel X 

Radio Network with two-line items, one for $1,000 and one for $1,375.  The $1,375 

expenditure did not correspond to the bank statements nor the reported activity.  When 

asked about this discrepancy, the PAC indicated that it was only responsible for the 

$1,000 charge.  ETH. 8.  The PAC did not indicate who is responsible for the other 

$1,375; however, it would be reasonable to infer that it was the responsibility of a 

candidate.  ETH. 8.  The $1,000 charge is reflected in the PAC’s bank statements and is 

reported on its campaign finance report.  ETH. 13.  As a result, the Commission staff 

considers this issue resolved.   
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Building Rental from Mr. Jason Nadeau.  The treasurer of a PAC shall retain a vendor 

invoice or receipt stating the particular goods or services purchased for every expenditure 

in excess of $50 to initiate or influence a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1057(2).  Here, the 

document provided by Mr. Parent is best described as a note to file in lieu of a receipt.  

ETH. 14.  The PAC indicates that no receipt was provided by Mr. Nadeau and that 

therefore, they could not retain one as required by statute.  ETH. 8.  The Commission 

staff accepts this explanation.  It does not appear that Mr. Nadeau rents this space out in 

normal course, but that it can be rented by groups that Mr. Nadeau supports.  The 

Commission staff also notes that if a receipt were required, this would be the only 

missing receipt for the PAC in 2020.  For these reasons, the Commission staff considers 

this issue resolved.   

 
Improper Expenditure Code.  As part of each PAC report, the PAC must categorize the 

type of transaction based on a series of codes established by the Commission.  Here, the 

PAC indicated that salary paid to Mr. David Parent was “OTH” (Other) instead of “PER” 

(Personnel).  All of the other information for this transaction was correctly disclosed.  

The Commission staff would note that the treasurer selects the code from a drop down in 

the Commission’s e-filing system.  The OTH and PER codes are next to each other in the 

drop-down list, making it likely that this error occurred due to a mis-click by Mr. Parent.  

The Commission staff has amended the transaction:  

 
The Commission staff views this as an exception.  It is important that the transactions are 

correctly categorized because the expenditure type is a filter the public can use on the e-

filing website to refine their search.  This error, however, was clearly caused by an honest 

mistake and the public had access to the rest of the information.  For these reasons, the 

Commission staff recommends that this error be treated as an exception.  The 

Commission staff recommends no further action.   
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CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the Aroostook PAC.  Thank you for your attention in this matter. 



 
April 16, 2021 
 
Mr. Gary Voisine 
Aroostook PAC 
15 West Market Street 
Fort Kent, ME 4743 

Mr. David Parent 
Aroostook PAC 
PO Box 241 
Eagle Lake, ME 4739  

 
Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 
 
Dear Mr. Voisine & Mr. Parent: 
 
Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Aroostook PAC.  I have concluded my 

review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed memorandum 

and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be presented to the 

Commission.   

 
The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

 
After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      
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I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures
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To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: April 6, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Aroostook PAC 

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  Records were 

provided to the Commission staff on or about 01/31/2021.  A request for additional 

records was mailed on 03/09/2021.  The additional records were received on or about 

03/23/2021.  Upon completion of its review, the Commission staff has found no potential 

violations and one exception.  The Commission staff recommends no further action.   

II. History of Committee

Aroostook PAC registered as a political action committee on 10/04/2002.  Representative 

John Martin was a Decision Maker for the PAC until about 03/14/2021.  In 2020, Mr. 

David Parent served as the Treasurer, and Mr. Gary Voisine served as the Principal 

Officer.  In 2020, the Committee raised $6,400.00 and spent $3,874.00.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, the Commission 

staff reviewed the records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize 

contributions, prohibited payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation 
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of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other 

errors. 

During its review of Aroostook PAC, the Commission staff found that additional records 

would be required.  On 03/09/2021, the Commission staff sent an email requesting the 

following: 

• On the receipt dated 10/25/2020 from Channel X Radio Network there was a 

payment of $1,375 that was not reported on the PAC’s reports.  Please indicate 

what services this payment was for and whether it was incurred by the PAC.   

• On 10/07/2020, the committee made an expenditure for the rental of a building 

from Mr. Jason Nadeau.  Please indicate who created the receipt provided to the 

Commission and whether the space is routinely rented to other organizations.   

IV. Potential Violations 

After reviewing the records provided on 01/31/2021 and the additional records provided 

on 03/23/2021, the Commission staff did not find any discrepancies that would rise to a 

protentional violation of Title 21-A.   

V. Exceptions  

The Commission staff found one exception on the 11-Day Pre-General Report.  The PAC 

reported paying Mr. Parent $500 as a salary on 04/10/2020.  The PAC listed the type of 

transaction as OTH (Other), but the correct expenditure type is PER (Personnel).  The 

other information is correctly listed in the report.     

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations  

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff does not recommend any further 

action regarding the Aroostook PAC.   

Thank you for your attention in this matter.  

ETH. 4
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2020 CAMPAIGN FINANCE REPORT

Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices
Mail: 135 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333

    Office: 45 Memorial Circle, Augusta, Maine
Website: www.maine.gov/ethics

Phone: 207-287-4179
Fax: 207-287-6775

FOR POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY SUMMARY

RECEIPTS TOTAL FOR PERIOD TOTAL FOR YEAR

1. CASH CONTRIBUTIONS (SCHEDULE A) $1,000.00 $6,400.00

2. OTHER CASH RECEIPTS (INTEREST, ETC.) $0.00 $0.00

3. LOANS (SCHEDULE C) $0.00 $0.00

4. TOTAL RECEIPTS (LINE 1 + 2 + 3) $1,000.00 $6,400.00

EXPENDITURES

5. EXPENDITURES TO SUPPORT OR OPPOSE (SCHEDULE B) $0.00 $0.00

6. OPERATING EXPENDITURES (SCHEDULE B-1) $2,076.00 $2,686.00

7. LOAN REPAYMENTS (SCHEDULE C) $0.00 $0.00

8. TOTAL PAYMENTS (LINE 5 + 6 + 7) $2,076.00 $2,686.00

CASH SUMMARY

9. CASH BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD $8,897.19

10. PLUS TOTAL RECEIPTS THIS PERIOD (LINE 4) $1,000.00

11. MINUS TOTAL PAYMENTS THIS PERIOD (LINE 8) $2,076.00

12. CASH BALANCE AT END OF PERIOD $7,821.19

OTHER ACTIVITY

13. IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS (SCHEDULE A-1) $0.00 $0.00

14. TOTAL LOAN BALANCE AT END OF PERIOD (SCHEDULE C) $0.00

15. TOTAL UNPAID DEBTS AT END OF PERIOD (SCHEDULE D) $0.00

I, DAVID S. PARENT, CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT IS TRUE, ACCURATE, AND COMPLETE TO THE 
BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.

REPORT FILED BY: DAVID S. PARENT
REPORT FILED ON: 10/20/2020 6:33:27 PM
LAST MODIFIED: 
COMMITTEE ID: 769
PRINTED: 11/12/2020

   COMMITTEE    TREASURER

AROOSTOOK PAC DAVID S PARENT

P.O. Box 235 P.O. BOX 241, 40 RED RIVER ROAD

Eagle Lake, ME 04739 EAGLE LAKE, ME 04739

PHONE:(207) 444-4511 PHONE:(207) 444-4511

EMAIL: DPARENT1999@YAHOO.COM EMAIL: DPARENT1999@YAHOO.COM

REPORT DUE DATE REPORTING PERIOD

11-Day Pre-General Election Report 10/23/2020 10/01/2020 - 10/20/2020
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SCHEDULE A
CASH CONTRIBUTIONS

• For contributors who gave more that $50, the names, address, occupation, and employer must be reported. If 
"information requested" is listed instead of occupation and employer, the candidate is waiting to receive that 
information.

• Cash contributions of $50 or less can be added together and reported as a lump sum.
• Contributor Types

1 = Individual 9 = Candidate / Candidate Committee

2 = Candidate/ Spouse/ Domestic Partner 10 = General Treasury Transfer

3  = Commercial Source 11 = Transfer from Previous Campaign

4 = Nonprofit Organization 12 = Contributors giving $50 or less

5 = Political Action Committee 13 = Contributors giving $100 or less

6 = Political Party Committee 14 = Contributors giving $200 or less

7 = Ballot Question Committee 15  = MCEA Payment

8 = Other Candidate/ Candidate Committee 16 = Financial Institution

DATE 
RECEIVED

CONTRIBUTOR EMPLOYER AND 
OCCUPATION

TYPE AMOUNT

10/9/2020 CMP Employee PAC
83 EDISON DR 
AUGUSTA, ME, 04336 Contribution

5 $1,000.00

TOTAL CASH CONTRIBUTIONS $1,000.00
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SCHEDULE B-1
OPERATING EXPENDITURES

EXPENDITURE TYPES
APP Apparel (t-shirts, hats, embroidery, etc.)

EQP Equipment of $50 or more (computer, tablet, phone, furniture, 
etc.)

FOD Food for campaign events or volunteers, catering

LIT Printed campaign materials (palmcards, signs, stickers, flyers, 
etc.)

NEW Newspaper and print media ads only

ONL Social media and online advertising only

PER Personnel and campaign staff, consulting, and independent 
contractor costs

POL Polling and survey research

PRO Professional services (graphic design, legal services, web 
design, etc.)

TKT Entrance cost to event (bean suppers, fairs, party events, etc.)

TVN TV/cable ads, production, and media buyer costs only

CON Contribution to party committee, non-profit, other candidate, 
etc.

EVT Campaign and fundraising events (venue or booth rental, 
entertainment, supplies, etc.)

HRD Hardware and small tools (hammer, nails, lumber, paint, etc.)

MHS Mail house and direct mail (design, printing, mailing, and 
postage all included)

OFF Office supplies, rent, utilities, internet service, phone minutes 
and data

OTH Other and fees (bank, contribution, and money order fees, etc.)

PHO Phones (phone banking, robocalls and texts)

POS Postage for U.S. Mail and mail box fees

RAD Radio ads, production costs

TRV Travel (fuel, mileage, lodging, etc.)

WEB Website and internet costs (website domain and registration, 
etc.)

DATE  OF 
EXPENDITURE

PAYEE REMARK TYPE AMOUNT

10/2/2020 EL Postmaster
.Rt 11 
.Eagle Lake, ME, 04739 Mailbox fee

POS $76.00

10/7/2020 Jason Nadeau
MAIN STREET 
FORT KENT, ME, 04743 Rent

OFF $1,000.00

10/10/2020 Channel X Radio
152 East Green Ridge Road 
Caribou, ME, 04736 Radio Ads

RAD $1,000.00

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES $2,076.00
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 
From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 
Date: May 19, 2021 
Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Fecteau for Leadership PAC 
  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Fecteau for Leadership 

PAC an initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 6-7.  After review, the 

Commission staff sent a supplemental request for records on 03/09/2021, which were 

received on 03/23/2021.  ETH. 8-10.  On 04/16/2021, the Commission staff mailed its 

preliminary findings of no potential violations and four exceptions to the Fecteau for 

Leadership PAC’s officers requesting comment.  ETH. 1-5.  The Commission staff has 

not received a response to its proposed findings.    The Commission staff is 

recommending no further action regarding the Fecteau for Leadership PAC.   

 
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
Receipt Retention.  The treasurer of a PAC shall retain a vendor invoice or receipt stating 

the particular goods or services purchased for every expenditure in excess of $50 to 

initiate or influence a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1057(2).   

 
Reporting Contributions.  A PAC that receives more than $50 in contributions from a 

person must itemize their contributions and include the person’s name, occupation, place 

of business, and mailing address.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(6). 

 
Reporting Expenditures.  A PAC must report all expenditures to initiate or influence a 

campaign and include the payee, purpose, and whether it was to support or oppose a 

candidate or referendum.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(4).  The PAC must also report operational 

expenditures that are not made for the purpose of influencing a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 

1060(4).  
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Substantial Misreporting.  A person that files a campaign finance report that substantially 

misreports contributions, expenditures, or other campaign activity may be assessed a 

penalty not to exceed $5,000.  21-A M.R.S. § 1004-A(4).   

 
ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
During the Commission staff’s initial review of the Fecteau for Leadership PAC’s 

records, the Commission staff flagged ten issues for further review:  

 
1. Missing Receipts: 

• On 02/19/2020 to USPS for $55 

• On 3/8/2020 to Target for $63.28 

• On 7/23/2020 to USPS for $82.50  

• On 10/22/2020 to Nocturnem Draft Haus for $55. 

2. Reported Payments that did not appear to correspond to bank records: 

• Convergence Targeted Communications on 10/10/2020 

• Convergence Targeted Communications on 10/17/2020 

• Convergence Targeted Communications on 10/22/2020 

3. Unknown deposit of $10,000 on 04/06/2020. 

4. Unknown payments to a US Senate FCU Account.  

5. Potential under-reporting of contributions deposited on 4/6/2020 by $34,851.60.  

 
Missing Receipts.  The treasurer of a PAC shall retain a vendor invoice or receipt stating 

the particular goods or services purchased for every expenditure in excess of $50 to 

initiate or influence a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1057(2).  Here, the PAC has failed to 

retain three1 receipts: 

Date Vendor Amount 

02/19/2020 United States Postal Service $55.00 

03/08/2020 Target $63.28 

07/23/2020 United States Postal Service $82.50  

 
1 The PAC was able to obtain a 10/22/2020 receipt from Nocturnem Draft Haus, and the Commission staff 
considers that issue resolved.   
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The Commission staff considers each of these three missing receipts as individual 

exceptions.  ETH. 3-5.  In 2020, the PAC reported sixty transactions that required the 

retention of a receipt and is only missing three receipts.  The value of the receipts is 

minimal in comparison to the PAC’s financial activity (exceeding $50,000) for the year.  

ETH. 25.  For these reasons, the Commission staff recommends finding three exceptions, 

one for each missing receipt.  The Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken against the PAC for these three exceptions.   

 
Convergence Targeted Communications.  A PAC must report all expenditures to initiate 

or influence a campaign and include the payee, purpose, whether it was to support or 

oppose a candidate or referendum.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(4).  The PAC must also report 

operational expenditures that are not made for the purpose of influencing a campaign.  

21-A M.R.S. § 1060(4).  

 
When the Commission staff reviewed the PAC’s bank statements, the Commission staff 

could not locate three expenditures which the PAC reported making to Convergence 

Targeted Communications on 10/10/2020, 10/17/2020, and 10/22/2020.  The 

Commission staff also noted in the bank statements payments by the PAC to an account 

at the U.S. Senate FCU during October 2020 that the PAC had not reported.  The PAC 

clarified that the payments to the Senate FCU account were the payments to Convergence 

Targeted Communications.  ETH. 9-10.  This explanation is confirmed by the wiring 

instructions contained in the invoices from Convergence Targeted Communications that 

are enclosed for your reference.  ETH. 19-23.  The Commission staff considers this issue 

resolved and no further action is required.    

 
Differing Contributions.  A person that files a campaign finance report that substantially 

misreports contributions, expenditures, or other campaign activity may be assessed a 

penalty not to exceed $5,000.  21-A M.R.S. § 1004-A(4).  A PAC who receives more 

than $50 in contributions from a person must itemize their contributions and include the 

person’s name, occupation, place of business, and mailing address.  21-A M.R.S. § 

1060(6). 

 
Here, the Commission staff had an issue identifying contributions deposited on 

04/06/2020 and noted that the PAC had deposited approximately $35,000 more in 
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contributions than was reported.  ETH. 8-10.  The PAC indicated that this was due to 

contributions being reported in 2019 but deposited in 2020.  ETH. 9-10.  The PAC’s 

year-end account balance matches2 the PAC’s year-end report balance, which suggests 

that the PAC’s explanation is correct.  ETH. 24-25.  For these reasons, the Commission 

staff believes that this issue is resolved.   

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the Fecteau for Leadership PAC.  Thank you for your attention in this 

matter. 

 
2 There is a minimal discrepancy of $2.88.  (As shown in the enclosed documents the PAC’s final 
campaign finance report for 2020 calculates that the PAC has a cash balance on 12/31/2020 of $20,923.36, 
but the bank statement for December 2020 shows an actual cash balance of $20,920.48.)  Commission staff 
believes that this is likely due to a missed bank fee.  This would constitute an exception.   
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April 16, 2021 
 
Rep. Ryan Fecteau 
Fecteau for Leadership 
11 Memorial Drive 
Biddeford, ME 4005 

Mr. Sean Smith 
Fecteau for Leadership 
PO Box 53 
Bangor, ME 4402  

 
Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 
 
Dear Rep. Fecteau & Mr. Smith: 
 
Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Fecteau for Leadership.  I have 

concluded my review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed 

memorandum and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be 

presented to the Commission.   

 
The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

 
After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      
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Fecteau for Leadership 
Page 2 
April 9, 2021 
 
I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: April 6, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Fecteau for Leadership 

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  Records were 

provided to the Commission staff on or about 01/29/2021.  A request for additional 

records was mailed on 03/09/2021.  The additional records were received on or about 

03/23/2021.  Upon completion of its review, the Commission staff has found no potential 

violations but found three exceptions.  The Commission staff recommends no further 

action.   

II. History of Committee

Fecteau for Leadership registered as a political action committee on 08/01/2017.  Speaker 

Ryan Fecteau is the principal officer and Mr. Sean Smith is the treasurer.  In 2020, the 

Committee raised $50,732.00 and spent $53,472.18.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, the Commission 

staff reviewed the records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize 

contributions, prohibited payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation 

ETH. 3
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of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other 

errors. 

During its review of Fecteau for Leadership, the Commission staff found that additional 

records would be required.  On 03/09/2021, the Commission staff sent an email 

requesting the following:  

• Please provide the following missing receipts (if they are in your possession):  

o On 02/19/2020 to USPS for $55 

o On 3/8/2020 to Target for $63.28 

o On 7/23/2020 to USPS for $82.50  

o On 10/22/2020 to Nocturnem Draft Haus for $55. 

• Please provide a letter indicating the dates of draft for the following transactions: 

o Payments to Convergence Targeted Communications on 10/10, 10/17, and 

10/22. 

• Please provide the check stubs for the deposit of $10,000 on 04/06/2020. 

• Please provide a letter detailing the cashflow related to your contribution to the 

US Senate FCU.  Please indicate the source of these funds and the purpose of the 

transfer to the PAC and subsequent expenditure.  

• The PAC reported $34,851.6 less than what was deposited into the account.  I 

suspect that this is partially related contributions reported in 2019 but deposited in 

2020; I also suspect that this discrepancy relates, at least in part, to the transfer to 

the US Senate FCU.  Please detail the reasons for this discrepancy and provide 

any supporting documents relevant to your explanation.  

The Commission staff received the PAC’s response on 03/23/2021. 

IV. Potential Violations 

After reviewing the records provided on 01/29/2021, and the additional records received 

on 03/23/2021, the Commission staff did not find any discrepancies that would rise to a 

potential violation of Title 21-A.   

ETH. 4
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V. Exceptions  

After reviewing the records provided on 01/21/2021 and the additional records provided 

on 03/23/2021, the Commission staff found the following discrepancies that constitute 

exceptions:  

• On 02/19/2020, the PAC made an expenditure of $55 to USPS for the purchase of 

stamps.  The Committee did not retain a receipt.   

• On 03/08/2020, the PAC made an expenditure of $63.28 to Target for the 

purchase of printer ink.  The Committee did not retain a receipt.   

• Lastly, on 07/23/2020, the PAC made an expenditure of $82.50 to USPS for the 

purchase of stamps.  The Committee did not retain a receipt.       

These expenditures were properly reported in the PAC’s campaign finance reports.   

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations  

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff does not recommend any further 

action regarding the Fecteau for Leadership Committee.   

Thank you for your attention in this matter.  
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2021 CAMPAIGN FINANCE REPORT

Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices
Mail: 135 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333

    Office: 45 Memorial Circle, Augusta, Maine
Website: www.maine.gov/ethics

Phone: 207-287-4179
Fax: 207-287-6775

FOR POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY SUMMARY

RECEIPTS TOTAL FOR PERIOD TOTAL FOR YEAR

1. CASH CONTRIBUTIONS (SCHEDULE A) $3.00 $50,732.00

2. OTHER CASH RECEIPTS (INTEREST, ETC.) $0.00 $0.00

3. LOANS (SCHEDULE C) $0.00 $0.00

4. TOTAL RECEIPTS (LINE 1 + 2 + 3) $3.00 $50,732.00

EXPENDITURES

5. EXPENDITURES TO SUPPORT OR OPPOSE (SCHEDULE B) $400.00 $30,824.99

6. OPERATING EXPENDITURES (SCHEDULE B-1) $20.11 $22,647.19

7. LOAN REPAYMENTS (SCHEDULE C) $0.00 $0.00

8. TOTAL PAYMENTS (LINE 5 + 6 + 7) $420.11 $53,472.18

CASH SUMMARY

9. CASH BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD $21,340.47

10. PLUS TOTAL RECEIPTS THIS PERIOD (LINE 4) $3.00

11. MINUS TOTAL PAYMENTS THIS PERIOD (LINE 8) $420.11

12. CASH BALANCE AT END OF PERIOD $20,923.36

OTHER ACTIVITY

13. IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS (SCHEDULE A-1) $0.00 $0.00

14. TOTAL LOAN BALANCE AT END OF PERIOD (SCHEDULE C) $0.00

15. TOTAL UNPAID DEBTS AT END OF PERIOD (SCHEDULE D) $0.00

I, RYAN MICHAEL FECTEAU, CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT IS TRUE, ACCURATE, AND COMPLETE 
TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.

REPORT FILED BY: RYAN MICHAEL FECTEAU
REPORT FILED ON: 1/6/2021 11:31:25 AM
LAST MODIFIED: 
COMMITTEE ID: 5643
PRINTED: 01/06/2021

   COMMITTEE    TREASURER

Fecteau for Leadership Sean Smith

11 Memorial Drive P.O. Box 53

Biddeford, ME 04005 Bangor, ME 04402

PHONE:(207) 289-4478 PHONE:

EMAIL: 57fecteau@cua.edu EMAIL: seanchristophersmith@gmail.com

REPORT DUE DATE REPORTING PERIOD

January Quarterly 01/15/2021 12/09/2020 - 12/31/2020
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 
From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 
Date: May 19, 2021 
Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Libby Leadership PAC 
  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Libby Leadership PAC 

an initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  On 04/16/2021, the Commission 

staff mailed its preliminary findings to the Libby Leadership PAC’s officers requesting 

comment.  ETH. 1-4.  The Commission staff did not receive a response.  Accordingly, the 

Commission staff found no potential violations and one exception.  The Commission 

staff is recommending no further action regarding the Libby Leadership PAC.   

 
LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
Reporting Contributions.  A PAC who receives more than $50 in contributions from a 

person must itemize their contributions and include the person’s name, occupation, place 

of business, and mailing address.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(6).  Contributions of $50 or less 

can be reported as unitemized contributions.  Id.   

 
ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
Failure to Report Contribution.  A PAC must report all contributions received for the 

purpose of initiating or influencing a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(6).   The PAC 

terminated on 01/07/2021.  ETH. 8-9.  In order to terminate, the PAC transferred its 

surplus funds to other organizations, but the PAC had $25 more than what was reported, 

requiring a Commission staff adjustment for the PAC to terminate.  The source of this 

discrepancy was a $25 deposit into the committee’s savings account by Senator Nathan 

Libby when the PAC was formed in 2015 but that deposit was never reported.  ETH. 7.  

 
The Commission staff entered the $25 adjustment to terminate the PAC.  This adjustment 

is below the $1,000 threshold set by the Commission to allow the Commission staff to 
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automatically enter the adjustment without reporting to the Commission.  The 

Commission staff entered this as an adjustment rather than amending the 2015 initial 

campaign finance report because the Commission’s e-filing system would then amend all 

subsequent reports, potentially making the PAC’s reporting more confusing for the 

general public.   

 
Due to the small amount of the discrepancy and that its source was readily identified by 

the PAC, the Commission staff views this as an exception and recommends no further 

action.        

 
CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the Libby Leadership PAC.  Thank you for your attention in this 

matter. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 
 

 
 
April 16, 2021 
 
Senator Nathan Libby 
Libby Leadership PAC 
44 Robinson Gardens 
Lewiston, ME 4240 

Ms. Kristine Kittredge 
Libby Leadership PAC 
126 Webber Avenue 
Lewiston, ME 4240  

 
Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 
 
Dear Senator Libby & Ms. Kittredge: 
 
Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Libby Leadership PAC.  I have 

concluded my review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed 

memorandum and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be 

presented to the Commission.   

 
The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

 
After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      

 

ETH. 1



Libby Leadership PAC 
Page 2 
April 9, 2021 
 
I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775 

To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: April 7, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Libby Leadership PAC  

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  Records were 

provided to the Commission staff on or about 01/11/2021.  Upon completion of its 

review, the Commission staff has found no potential violations but found one exception.  

The Commission staff recommends no further action.   

II. History of Committee

Libby Leadership PAC registered as a political action committee on 08/14/2015.  Senator 

Nathan Libby was the Principal Officer, and Ms. Kristine Kittridge was the Treasurer.  

On 01/11/2021, the Committee was terminated by Sen. Libby.  In 2020, the Committee 

raised $32,350 and spent $22,183.90.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested that the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, the Commission 

staff reviewed the records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize 

contributions, prohibited payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation 

of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other 

errors. 

ETH. 3
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IV. Potential Violations 

After reviewing the records provided on 01/11/2021, the Commission staff did not find 

any discrepancies that would rise to a potential violation of Title 21-A.   

V. Exceptions  

After reviewing the records provided on 01/11/2021, the Commission staff found one 

discrepancy that constitutes an exception:   

On 08/6/2015, Sen. Libby opened the bank account for the PAC.  He deposited $175 

into the Committee’s checking account and an additional $25 into the Committee’s 

savings account.  Sen. Libby did not report the $25 that was deposited into the 

savings account.  When the Commission staff spoke with Sen. Libby, he indicated 

that the $25 was to keep the bank account open but that no other money was ever 

deposited into the savings account.  When Sen. Libby closed the account, he donated 

the surplus (including the $25) to another political committee.  In January 2021, the 

Commission staff entered an adjustment of the $25 to allow the Committee to 

terminate.1  Commission staff does not believe that the omitted $25 would make the 

Initial Campaign Finance Report substantially non-conforming.     

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations  

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff does not recommend any further 

action regarding the Libby Leadership PAC.   

Thank you for your attention in this matter.  

 
1 Staff did not amend the Initial Finance Report because that would trigger the 34 other campaign finance 
reports to be amended.   
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 
From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 
Date: May 19, 2021 
Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Maine First PAC 
  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Maine First PAC an 

initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  On 04/16/2021, the Commission 

staff mailed its preliminary findings to the Maine First PAC’s officers requesting 

comment.  ETH. 1-4.  The Commission staff did not receive a response.  Accordingly, the 

Commission staff found no potential violations and one exception.  The Commission 

staff is recommending no further action regarding the Maine First PAC.   

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Incorrect Account Balance.  A PAC shall deposit all funds contributed to or received by 

the PAC for the purpose of influencing a campaign in a single account.  21-A. M.R.S.  

§ 1054.  The PAC shall also finance all expenditures to influence the election through the 

account. Id.  All other expenditures made by the PAC must also be reported.  21-A 

M.R.S. § 1060(7).  Accordingly, the account balance calculated in the PAC’s campaign 

finance reports should equal the committee’s bank account balance.   

ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Incorrect Account Balance.  The PAC’s bank account balance on 12/31/2020 was 

$243.76, but its report balance was $243.75.  ETH. 7-8.  This one-cent discrepancy was 

present throughout 2020.  The Commission staff entered a staff adjustment to correct the 

balance.  ETH. 9.  The Commission staff’s opinion is that this discrepancy constitutes an 

exception.  Commission staff recommends no further action.   

CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the Maine First PAC.  Thank you for your attention in this matter. 



 
April 16, 2021 
 
Rep. Lawrence Lockman 
Maine First PAC 
PO Box 623 
Brewer, ME 4412 

Mr. Mark Chellis 
Maine First PAC 
16 Elm Street West 
Hampden, ME 4444  

 
Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 
 
Dear Rep. Lockman & Mr. Chellis: 
 
Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Maine First PAC.  I have concluded my 

review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed memorandum 

and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be presented to the 

Commission.   

 
The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

 
After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      

 

ETH. 1



I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures
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To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: April 10, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Maine First PAC 

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  The PAC 

provided the requested records prior to 01/31/2020.  Upon completion of its review, the 

Commission staff has found no potential violations; but found one exception.  The 

Commission staff recommends no further action.   

II. History of Committee

Maine First PAC registered as a political action committee on 02/20/2018.  Former 

Representative Lawrence Lockman is the Principal Officer, and Mr. Mark Chellis is the 

Treasurer.  In 2020, the Committee raised $3,600.00 and spent $7,757.01.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, staff reviewed the 

records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize contributions, prohibited 

payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation of 21-A M.R.S. 

§ 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other errors.

ETH. 3



IV. Potential Violations 

After reviewing the records provided, the Commission staff did not find any 

discrepancies that would rise to a potential violation of Title 21-A.   

V. Exceptions  

After reviewing the records provided, the Commission staff found one discrepancy that 

constitutes an exception.  The PAC’s 2020 December reported balance was $243.75 but 

the bank balance was $243.76.  This one cent discrepancy was consistent throughout 

2020.  The Commission staff recommends entering a staff adjustment to correct this 

discrepancy.   

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations  

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends no further action.  

The Commission staff will enter an adjustment to correct the one cent discrepancy.   

Thank you for your attention in this matter.  
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2021 CAMPAIGN FINANCE REPORT

Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices
Mail: 135 State House Station, Augusta, Maine 04333

    Office: 45 Memorial Circle, Augusta, Maine
Website: www.maine.gov/ethics

Phone: 207-287-4179
Fax: 207-287-6775

FOR POLITICAL ACTION COMMITTEES

FINANCIAL ACTIVITY SUMMARY

RECEIPTS TOTAL FOR PERIOD TOTAL FOR YEAR

1. CASH CONTRIBUTIONS (SCHEDULE A) $0.00 $3,600.00

2. OTHER CASH RECEIPTS (INTEREST, ETC.) $0.01 $0.01

3. LOANS (SCHEDULE C) $0.00 $0.00

4. TOTAL RECEIPTS (LINE 1 + 2 + 3) $0.01 $3,600.01

EXPENDITURES

5. EXPENDITURES TO SUPPORT OR OPPOSE (SCHEDULE B) $0.00 $5,207.01

6. OPERATING EXPENDITURES (SCHEDULE B-1) $0.00 $2,550.00

7. LOAN REPAYMENTS (SCHEDULE C) $0.00 $0.00

8. TOTAL PAYMENTS (LINE 5 + 6 + 7) $0.00 $7,757.01

CASH SUMMARY

9. CASH BALANCE AT BEGINNING OF PERIOD $243.75

10. PLUS TOTAL RECEIPTS THIS PERIOD (LINE 4) $0.01

11. MINUS TOTAL PAYMENTS THIS PERIOD (LINE 8) $0.00

12. CASH BALANCE AT END OF PERIOD $243.76

OTHER ACTIVITY

13. IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS (SCHEDULE A-1) $0.00 $0.00

14. TOTAL LOAN BALANCE AT END OF PERIOD (SCHEDULE C) $0.00

15. TOTAL UNPAID DEBTS AT END OF PERIOD (SCHEDULE D) $0.00

I,  Mark William Chellis, CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS REPORT IS TRUE, ACCURATE, AND COMPLETE TO 
THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE.

REPORT FILED BY:  Michael Dunn on behalf of Mark William Chellis
REPORT FILED ON: 1/8/2021 1:32:06 PM
LAST MODIFIED: 5/13/2021 9:33:55 AM
COMMITTEE ID: 5985
PRINTED: 05/13/2021

   COMMITTEE    TREASURER

Maine First PAC Mark William Chellis

PO Box 623 16 Elm St West

Brewer, ME 04412 Hampden, ME 04444

PHONE:(207) 460-6518 PHONE:

EMAIL: larrylockman22@gmail.com EMAIL: mwc.efscpa@gmail.com

REPORT DUE DATE REPORTING PERIOD

January Quarterly 01/15/2021 12/09/2020 - 12/31/2020
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 
From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 
Date: May 19, 2021 
Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Maine Opportunity PAC 
  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Maine Opportunity PAC 

an initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  After review, the Commission 

staff sent a supplemental request for records on 03/09/2021, which were received on 

03/23/2021.  ETH. 7-8.  On 04/16/2021, the Commission staff mailed its preliminary 

findings to the Maine Opportunity PAC’s officers requesting comment.  ETH. 1-4.  The 

Commission staff has not received a response.  The Commission staff found no potential 

violations and one exception.  The Commission staff is recommending that the PAC 

reconcile its account balances but that no further action be taken by the Commission.   

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
Incorrect Account Balance.  All PACs shall deposit all funds contributed to or received 

by the PAC for the purpose of influencing a campaign in a single account.  21-A M.R.S. 

§ 1054.  The PAC shall also finance all expenditures to influence the election through the 

account.  Id.  All other expenditures made by the PAC must also be reported.  21-A 

M.R.S. § 1060(7).  Accordingly, the account balance calculated in the PAC’s campaign 

finance reports should equal the committee’s bank account balance.   

 
Receipt Retention.  The treasurer of a PAC shall retain a vendor invoice or receipt stating 

the particular goods or services purchased for every expenditure in excess of $50 to 

initiate or influence a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1057(2).   
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ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
During the Commission staff’s initial review of the Maine Opportunity PAC’s records, 

the Commission staff flagged two issues for further review: 

1. The PAC’s reported balance on 12/31/2020 is $1,864.03 but the bank balance is 

$1,974.04, a discrepancy of $110.01.   

2. On 06/11/2020, the PAC paid Ms. Kerri Withee $400 for her work as a 

consultant.  The payment was made by withdrawing cash from an ATM and 

purchasing a money order. 

Incorrect Account Balance.  The PAC’s reported balance on 12/31/2020 is $1,864.03 but 

the bank balance is $1,974.04, a discrepancy of $110.01.  The Commission staff will 

work with the PAC’s treasurer to resolve the discrepancy in normal course.  The 

Commission staff suspects this is the result of minor errors or potentially uncashed 

expenditures.  After attempting to reconcile the account, the Commission staff will enter 

an adjustment for the discrepancy.  The Commission staff views this as an exception 

because the two balances should match to confirm accurate and complete reporting.   

Payment to Ms. Withee.  In reviewing the PAC’s bank records, the Commission staff 

flagged a cash withdrawal as unusual activity.  ETH. 9.  When asked about the 

withdrawal, the PAC indicated that it was to purchase a money order to pay Ms. Withee 

for various services for the PAC.  ETH. 8.  At the time, the PAC did not have any checks 

for the account.  Ms. Withee did not provide a receipt for her services.  ETH. 8. 

The Commission staff considers this issue resolved.  Ideally, a leadership PAC will not 

withdraw cash for payments of vendors because payments by cash or money order do not 

result in an audit trail that verifies the recipient of the funds, but it is not a violation to 

withdraw cash for payment of a vendor.  The transaction to Ms. Withee was reported and 

the Commission staff considers the issue resolved.     

CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the Maine Opportunity PAC, apart from reconciling the account in 

normal course.  Thank you for your attention in this matter. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 
 

 
 
April 16, 2021 
 
Rep. Andrew Gattine 
Maine Opportunity PAC 
529 Stroudwater Street 
Westbrook, ME 4092 

Mr. Sean Smith 
Maine Opportunity PAC 
PO Box 53 
Bangor, ME 4402  

 
Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 
 
Dear Rep. Gattine & Mr. Smith: 
 
Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Maine Opportunity PAC.  I have 

concluded my review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed 

memorandum and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be 

presented to the Commission.   

 
The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

 
After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      

 

ETH. 1
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Page 2 
April 9, 2021 
 
I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures

 

ETH. 2



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: April 10, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Maine Opportunity PAC 

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  Records were 

provided to the Commission staff on or about 01/31/2021.  A request for additional 

records was mailed on 03/09/2021.  The additional records were received on or about 

03/23/2021.  Upon completion of its review, the Commission staff found no potential 

violations, but found one exception.  The Commission staff recommends the account be 

reconciled and no further action be taken.      

II. History of Committee

Maine Opportunity PAC registered as a political action committee on 02/20/2018.  

Former Representative Andrew Gattine is the principal officer and Mr. Sean Smith is the 

treasurer.  In 2020, the Committee raised $500.00 and spent $18,152.59.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, the Commission 

staff reviewed the records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize 

contributions, prohibited payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation 

ETH. 3
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of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other 

errors. 

During its review of the Maine Opportunity PAC, the Commission staff found that 

additional records would be required.  On 03/09/2021, the Commission staff sent an 

email requesting the following:  

• On 6/11/2020 Kerri Withee was paid $400 as a consultant.  Why was she paid in

cash?  Did she provide a receipt/invoice for her services?

The Commission staff received the PAC’s response on 03/23/2021. 

IV. Potential Violations

After reviewing the records provided on 01/31/2021 and 03/23/2021, the Commission 

staff did not find any discrepancies that would rise to a potential violation of Title 21-A.  

V. Exceptions 

After reviewing the records provided on 01/31/2021 and 03/23/2021, the Commission 

staff found one discrepancy that constitutes an exception:  

• The PAC’s reported balance as of 12/31/2020 is $1,864.03 but the bank balance is

$1,974.04, a discrepancy of $110.01.  The Commission staff is unable to reconcile

that discrepancy.  This does not mean that a violation occurred; the most likely

reason is that an expenditure was reported but the payment was not deposited.

The Commission staff recommends that the treasurer review past filings in an

attempt to reconcile the account.  If the treasurer is unable to locate the cause of

the discrepancy, then the Commission staff would enter a staff adjustment.

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends no further action be 

taken against this PAC.  The Commission staff will work with the treasurer to resolve the 

account discrepancy.     

Thank you for your attention in this matter. 

ETH. 4
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 

From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: May 19, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – PAC to the Future 

  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent PAC to the Future an initial 

request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  After review, the Commission staff sent a 

supplemental request for records on 03/09/2021, which were received on 03/23/2021.  

ETH. 7.  On 04/16/2021, the Commission staff mailed its preliminary findings to the 

PAC to the Future’s officers requesting comment.  ETH. 1-4.  The Commission staff has 

not received a response.  The Commission staff found no potential violations and no 

exceptions.  The Commission staff is recommending that no further action be taken by 

the Commission.   

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Registration.  A PAC shall register with the Commission within seven days of raising or 

spending more than $1,500.  21-A M.R.S. § 1052-A(1).  A PAC shall amend its 

registration within 10 days of a change in the information that PACs are required to 

disclose under this section.  Id.  Failure to register or amend timely may result in a fine of 

no more than $2,500.  21-A M.R.S. § 1062-A(1).  The Commission shall consider, 

whether the violation was intentional, the amount of financial activity, whether the 

committee intended to conceal its activity, and the level of experience of the staff.  Id.   

Reporting Expenditures.  A PAC must report all expenditures to initiate or influence a 

campaign and include the payee, purpose, whether it was to support or oppose a 

candidate or referendum.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(4).  The PAC must also report operational 

expenditures that are not made for the purpose of influencing a campaign.  21-A M.R.S.  

§ 1060(4). 
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ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

During the Commission staff’s initial review of the PAC to the Future’s records, the 

Commission staff flagged two issues for further review: 

1. The PAC did not provide its December bank statement.   

2. The PAC reported a $20,000 expenditure to the House Democratic Campaign 

Committee on 11/01/2020, but the bank records showed a withdrawal of 

$21,605.50.   

Missing December Bank Statement.  On 12/08/2020, the Commission staff requested all 

2020 bank statements for the PAC’s account.  The PAC provided its records from 

01/01/2020 through 11/30/2020.   During the Commission staff’s follow-up on 

03/09/2021, the PAC responded that Rep. Moonen was in the process of transferring 

control of the PAC to others, that the committee’s old account was closed, and that the 

forwarding balance had not been deposited into the new account.  ETH. 8.  The 

Commission staff accepts this explanation and considers this issue resolved.   

Reporting Discrepancy.  On 11/01/2020, the PAC’s bank records show a withdrawal of 

$21,605.50 but the PAC only reported a $20,000 expenditure on that day.  The PAC 

responded that the additional withdrawal was due to changing the PAC’s bank account 

and that the $1,605.50 (minus a $4 bank fee) was deposited into a new account.  ETH. 8.   

The Commission staff accepts this explanation and considers this issue resolved.   

CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the PAC to the Future.  Thank you for your attention in this matter. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

April 16, 2021 

Mr. Sean Smith 
PAC to the Future 
PO Box 53 
Bangor, ME 4402 

Ms. Jenna Howard 
PAC to the Future 
15 Stetson Court, Apt. 3 
Portland, ME 4101  

Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 

Dear Mr. Smith & Ms. Howard: 

Thank you for providing the requested materials for the PAC to the Future.  I have concluded my 

review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed memorandum 

and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be presented to the 

Commission.   

The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      

ETH. 1



PAC to the Future 
Page 2 
April 9, 2021 
 
I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures

 

ETH. 2



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: April 6, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – PAC to the Future 

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  Records were 

provided to the Commission staff on or about 01/31/2021.  A request for additional 

records was mailed on 03/09/2021.  The additional records were received on or about 

03/23/2021.  Upon completion of its review, the Commission staff has found no potential 

violations and no exceptions.  The Commission staff recommends no further action.   

II. History of Committee

PAC to the Future registered as a political action committee on 08/17/2018.  Former 

Representative Matthew Moonen was the principal officer of the PAC until 11/13/2020 

when Mr. Sean Smith became the principal officer.  Mr. Jeremy Kennedy was the 

treasurer of the PAC until 11/13/2020 when Ms. Jenna Howard became the treasurer.  In 

2020, the Committee raised $15,505.00 and spent $50,113.33.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, the Commission 

staff reviewed the records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize 

contributions, prohibited payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation 

ETH. 3
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of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other 

errors. 

During its review of PAC to the Future, the Commission staff found that additional 

records would be required.  On 03/09/2021, staff sent an email requesting the following: 

• The 08/22/2020 receipt for $109.84 in ActBlue fees was cutoff in transmission.

Please provide a new copy of this receipt.

• The December bank statement was omitted from your submission.  Please provide

a copy of that statement for the account.

• On 11/01/2020 there was a withdrawal of $21,605.5 but the PAC reported an

expenditure of $20,000.  What is the cause of the $1,605.5 discrepancy?

The Commission staff received the PAC’s response on 03/23/2021. 

IV. Potential Violations

After reviewing the records provided on 01/31/2021 and 03/23/2021, the Commission 

staff did not find any discrepancies that would rise to a potential violation of Title 21-A.  

V. Exceptions  

After reviewing the records provided on 01/31/2021 and 03/23/2021, the Commission 

staff did not find any discrepancies that would be considered exceptions of Title 21-A.  

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff does not recommend any further 

action regarding PAC to the Future.   

Thank you for your attention in this matter. 

ETH. 4
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 

From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: May 19, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Prosperity for Maine’s Future PAC 

  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Prosperity for Maine’s 

Future PAC an initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  On 04/16/2021, the 

Commission staff mailed its preliminary findings to the Prosperity for Maine’s Future 

PAC’s officers requesting comment.  ETH. 1-4.  The Commission staff did not receive a 

response.  Accordingly, the Commission staff found no potential violations and one 

exception.  The Commission staff is recommending no further action regarding the 

Prosperity for Maine’s Future PAC.   

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Receipt Retention.  The treasurer of a PAC shall retain a vendor invoice or receipt stating 

the particular goods or services purchased for every expenditure in excess of $50 to 

initiate or influence a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1057(2).   

Reporting Contributions.  A PAC who receives more than $50 in contributions from a 

person must itemize their contributions and include the person’s name, occupation, place 

of business, and mailing address.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(6).  All contributions under $50 

may be reported as unitemized contributions by the PAC.  Id.   

Reporting Expenditures.  A PAC must report all expenditures to initiate or influence a 

campaign and include the payee, purpose, whether it was to support or oppose a 

candidate or referendum.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(4).  The PAC must also report operational 

expenditures that are not made for the purpose of influencing a campaign.  21-A M.R.S.  

§ 1060(4).  If an expenditure is made by a vendor, the PAC must report the expenditure 

as if the PAC had directly made the expenditure itself.  94-270 C.M.R. Ch. 1 §7(1)(A).   
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ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

During the Commission staff’s initial review of the Prosperity for Maine’s Future PAC’s 

records, the Commission staff flagged four issues for further review: 

1. A missing receipt for USPS, dated 10/21/2020, totaling $315.  

2. A reported contribution of $25 from Ms. Krysta West that was not deposited.  

3. A missing receipt for Red Maverick Media, dated 10/06/2020, totaling $200. 

4. The PAC provided a receipt dated 08/31/2020 from Walmart totaling $195.77 

that did not correspond to the bank records.   

Missing Receipts.  A PAC is required to maintain a receipt for all good or services that 

exceed $50.  21-A M.R.S § 1057(2).  In 2020, the PAC reported thirty-three transactions 

that required retaining a receipt from a vendor.  The PAC failed to retain only one receipt 

from USPS, dated 10/21/2020, totaling $315.  ETH. 12.  The Commission staff considers 

this missing receipt to be an exception and recommends no further action.   

Another issue was the potentially missing receipt for Red Maverick Media, dated 

10/06/2020, totaling $200.  The PAC responded that the receipt was attached to the first 

set of materials provided to the Commission staff.  ETH. 8.  After review, the 

Commission staff notes that the original transmission of the receipt was very small and 

heavily pixilated so the Commission staff could not identify the document.  The 

Commission staff considers this issue resolved and recommends no further action.   

Unreported Contribution.  A PAC must report all contributions that it receives for 

purposes of initiating or influencing a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1054-A.  As part of the 

review, the Commission staff compared each PAC’s bank balance against its reported 

balance to identify any discrepancies.  Here, the Commission staff compared the balances 

as of 03/31/2020 and staff noted a $25 discrepancy, which was attributed to a 

contribution from Ms. Krysta West.  The PAC indicated that the contribution was 

accidentally placed in the wrong account and that it was corrected on 07/08/2020 (after 

the dates the Commission staff used to compare the balances).  ETH. 8.  After a second 

comparison from December 2020, the Commission staff reconciled the discrepancy.  The 

Commission staff considers this issue resolved and recommends no further action.          
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Vendor Expenditures.  When a vendor makes an expenditure that is going to be 

reimbursed by the PAC, the PAC must report that expenditure as if the PAC had made it 

directly.  94-270 C.M.R. Ch. 1 §7(1)(A).  The Commission staff had inquired about a 

Wal-Mart receipt totaling $195.77 that was supplied as part of the investigation, but that 

the Commission staff could not match to a reported expenditure.  The PAC indicated the 

receipt was provided as part of a reimbursement to a vendor, which was reported as one 

lump-sum.  This mistake is very common in PAC reporting.  The Commission staff 

considers it an issue that has been resolved after amending the affected report.  The 

Commission staff recommends no further action on this issue.   

CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the Prosperity for Maine’s Future PAC.  Thank you for your attention 

in this matter. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 
 

 
 
April 16, 2021 
 
Senator Matthew Pouliot 
Prosperity for Maine's Future 
14 North Street Place 
Augusta, ME 4330 

Ms. Emily Roderick 
Prosperity for Maine's Future 
4 Zarella Lane 
Readfield, ME 4355  

 
Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 
 
Dear Senator Pouliot & Ms. Roderick: 
 
Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Prosperity for Maine's Future.  I have 

concluded my review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed 

memorandum and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be 

presented to the Commission.   

 
The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

 
After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      

 

ETH. 1



Prosperity for Maine's Future 
Page 2 
April 9, 2021 
 
I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures

 

ETH. 2



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar  

Date: April 6, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Prosperity for Maine’s Future PAC 

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  Records were 

provided to the Commission staff on or about 01/29/2021.  A request for additional 

records was mailed on 03/09/2021.  The additional records were received on or about 

03/22/2021.  Upon completion of its review, the Commission staff has found no potential 

violations, but found one exception.  The Commission staff recommends no further 

action.   

II. History of Committee

Prosperity for Maine’s Future PAC registered as a political action committee on 

09/25/2013.  Senator Matthew Pouliot is the Principal Officer, and Ms. Emily Roderick is 

the Treasurer.  In 2020, the Committee raised $65,515.00 and spent $149,078.11.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) all receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, the Commission 

staff reviewed the records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize 

contributions, prohibited payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation 

ETH. 3
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of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other 

errors. 

During its review of Prosperity for Maine’s Future PAC, the Commission staff found that 

additional records would be required.  On 03/09/2021, the Commission staff sent an 

email requesting the following:  

• On 01/07/2020, the PAC reported receiving a $25 contribution from Ms. Krysta

West.  Was this deposited, and if so when?

• On 10/06/2020, the PAC reported an expenditure to Red Maverick Media for

$200.  Please provide the receipt for this transaction.

• The PAC provided a receipt dated 08/31/2020 from Walmart for $195.77.  This

transaction was not reported and does not appear to have been withdrawn from

the PAC account.  Is this receipt related to the PAC?

The Commission staff received the PAC’s response on 03/22/2021. 

IV. Potential Violations

After reviewing the records provided on 01/29/2021 and 3/22/2021, the Commission staff 

did not find any discrepancies that would rise to a potential violation of Title 21-A.   

V. Exceptions 

After reviewing the records provided on 01/21/2021 and the additional records provided 

on 03/11/2021, the Commission staff found the following discrepancies that constitute an 

exception:  

• On 10/21/2020, the PAC spent $315 at USPS for a mailing.  The PAC failed to

obtain a receipt for that transaction.

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends no further action be 

taken.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.  
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 

From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: May 19, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Revive Hometown Maine PAC 

  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Revive Hometown 

Maine PAC an initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  After review, the 

Commission staff sent a supplemental request for records on 03/09/2021.  ETH. 7.  On 

April 2, 2021, the Commission staff emailed a follow-up reminder. ETH. 8.  The 

Commission staff did not receive a response from Revive Hometown Maine PAC.     

On 04/16/2021, the Commission staff mailed its preliminary findings to the Revive 

Hometown Maine PAC’s officers requesting comment.  ETH. 1-4.  The Commission 

staff has not received a response.  The Commission staff found no potential violations 

and three exceptions.  The Commission staff is recommending that no further action be 

taken by the Commission.   

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 
 
Reporting Expenditures.  A PAC must report each expenditure made to initiate or 

influence any campaign and include the payee.  21-A M.R.S § 1060.  An Independent 

Expenditure Report must also include the name of each payee.  21-A M.R.S. § 1019-B.   

Debts.  The placement of an order for a good or service; the signing of a contract for a 

good or service; the acceptance of the delivery of a good or the performance of a service 

by a vendor; or a promise or agreement that a payment will be made in exchange for a 

good or service are considered debts if they are incurred prior to payment for the goods or 

services is made.  94-270 C.M.R. Ch. 1 § 7(3).  If the debt or obligation occurs in the 

same report period as the payment for that debt or obligation, the person filing the report 

shall report only the payment and not the debt or obligation.  Id.   
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Responsiveness.  On November 18, 2020, the Commission indicated that if a PAC was 

non-responsive to document requests that the Commission may consider the issue and 

take further action to compel the investigation under 21-A M.R.S. § 1003(1).   

 
ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 
 
During the Commission staff’s review of the Revive Hometown Maine PAC’s records, 

the Commission staff flagged three issues for further review: 

1. On 10/09/2020, the PAC paid for independent expenditures to support Katrina 

Smith and Amanda Noelle Collamore, totaling $1,084 between them. The 

candidates were listed as the payees, instead of Spectrum Marketing Company. 

The PAC attempted to correct this error on 12/14/2020 but was apparently unable 

to do so and did not contact the Commission staff for assistance. 

2. The PAC entered a debt item for 09/23/2020 to USPS and reported a debt 

payment on 10/30/2020. The receipt provided shows the payment was made on 

09/23/2020. Accordingly, this should have been entered as an expenditure and not 

a debt. 

3. The PAC failed to respond to the Commission staff’s supplemental request on 

03/09/2021, which requested receipts for a 10/9/2020 payment of $300 made by 

the PAC to Amanda Collamore and a 10/9/2020 payment of $734 made by the 

PAC to Katrina Smith. The Commission staff emailed a follow-up on 04/02/2021. 

As of the date of this Memorandum, no response has been received. Because the 

PAC has not provided receipts for these two transactions, the Commission staff 

assumes the PAC did not obtain these two receipts. 

Incorrect Payees.  On 10/09/2020, the PAC made expenditures to Spectrum Marketing 

Company for $1,084 to support the campaigns of Amanda Collamore and Katrina Smith.  

The report, however, show the payees as Amanda Collamore and Katrina Smith, in 

violation of the requirement that the payee be disclosed.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060; ETH. 13.  

The Commission staff requested a response from the PAC on 03/09/2021 but no response 

was received from the PAC.   

The Commission staff considers this an exception.  The Commission staff believes this 

was an honest error without intent to deceive the public regarding who was contracted for 
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the reported services.  For this reason, the Commission staff considers this an exception 

and recommends no further action.  

Incorrect Debt.  On 09/23/2020, the PAC reported a debt to USPS and reported a 

payment of that debt on 10/30/2020.  The PAC’s records show that the PAC paid USPS 

on 09/23/2020 for the services that it reported as a debt.  The Commission staff does not 

know why the PAC entered this transaction in this manner.  The Commission staff doubts 

there was an intent to deceive the public.  For these reasons, the Commission staff 

recommends that this is an exception and that no further action be taken by the 

Commission.   

Failure to Respond.  On 03/09/2021, the Commission staff requested receipts from the 

PAC regarding the expenditures to support Amanda Collamore and Katrina Smith.   

ETH. 7.  The PAC did not respond to this request.  After additional review, the 

Commission staff determined that the PAC had provided the receipt in response to the 

12/08/2020 request but it was from the Spectrum Marketing Company.  The Commission 

staff does not believe that any additional information is necessary at this time.  The 

Commission staff recommends that this be treated as an exception and that no further 

action be taken by the Commission.    

CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the Revive Hometown Maine PAC.  Thank you for your attention in 

this matter. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 
 

 
 
April 16, 2021 
 
Rep. Joel Stetkis 
Revive Home Town Maine PAC 
PO Box 336 
Canaan, ME 4924 

Mr. Scott Seekins 
Revive Home Town Maine PAC 
43 Corinna Road 
St. Albans, ME 4924  

 
Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 
 
Dear Rep. Stetkis & Mr. Seekins: 
 
Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Revive Home Town Maine PAC.  I have 

concluded my review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed 

memorandum and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be 

presented to the Commission.   

 
The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

 
After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      

 

ETH. 1



Revive Home Town Maine PAC 
Page 2 
April 9, 2021 
 
I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar  

Date: April 7, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Revive Hometown Maine PAC 

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  The PAC 

provided the requested records on or about 01/12/2020.  The Commission staff requested 

additional records on 03/09/2021, no response has been received by the Committee.  

Upon completion of its review, the Commission staff has found no potential violations, 

but found three exceptions.  The Commission staff recommends no further action.   

II. History of Committee

Revive Hometown Maine PAC registered as a political action committee on 10/17/2017.  

Representative Joel Stetkis is the principal officer, and Mr. Scott Seekins is the treasurer.  

In 2020, the Committee raised $36,050.00 and spent $31,998.31.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, the Commission 

staff reviewed the records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize 

contributions, prohibited payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation 

of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other 

errors. 

ETH. 3
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IV. Potential Violations 

After reviewing the records provided, the Commission staff did not find any 

discrepancies that would rise to a potential violation of Title 21-A.   

V. Exceptions 

After reviewing the records provided, the Commission staff found the following 

discrepancies that constitute exceptions:  

• On 10/09/2020, the PAC paid for independent expenditures to support Katrina 

Smith and Amanda Noelle Collamore, totaling $1,084 between them.  The 

candidates were listed as the payees, instead of Spectrum Marketing Company.  

The PAC attempted to correct this error on 12/14/2020 but was apparently unable 

to do so and did not contact the Commission staff for assistance.   

• The PAC entered a debt item for 09/23/2020 to the USPS and reported a debt 

payment on 10/30/2020.  The receipt provided shows the payment was made on 

09/23/2020.  Accordingly, this should have been entered as an expenditure and 

not a debt.    

• The PAC failed to respond to the staff’s supplemental request on 03/09/2021, 

which requested receipts for a 10/9/2020 payment of $300 made by the PAC to 

Amanda Collamore and a 10/9/2020 payment of $734 made by the PAC to 

Katrina Smith.  Commission staff emailed a follow-up on 04/02/2021.  As of the 

date of this Memorandum, no response has been received.  Because the PAC has 

not provided receipts for these two transactions, the Commission staff assumes 

the PAC did not obtain these two receipts.    

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations  

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends no further action be 

taken against this PAC.  The Commission staff will assist the PAC in making the 

necessary corrections to their reports.   

Thank you for your attention in this matter.  

ETH. 4
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 

From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: May 19, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Still Fed up with Taxes PAC 

  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Still Fed up with Taxes 

PAC an initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  After review, the 

Commission staff sent a supplemental request for records on 03/09/2021, which were 

received on 03/12/2021.  ETH. 7-9.  On 04/12/2021, the Commission staff mailed its 

preliminary findings of no potential violations and no exceptions to the Still Fed up with 

Taxes PAC’s officers requesting comment.  ETH. 1-4.  The Commission staff has not 

received a response to its proposed findings.  The Commission staff is recommending no 

further action regarding the Still Fed up with Taxes PAC.   

LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

Receipt Retention.  The treasurer of a PAC shall retain a vendor invoice or receipt stating 

the particular goods or services purchased for every expenditure in excess of $50 to 

initiate or influence a campaign.  21-A M.R.S. § 1057(2).   

Reporting Contributions.  A PAC who receives more than $50 in contributions from a 

person must itemize their contributions and include the person’s name, occupation, place 

of business, and mailing address.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(6). 

Reporting Expenditures.  A PAC must report all expenditures to initiate or influence a 

campaign and include the payee, purpose, whether it was to support or oppose a 

candidate or referendum.  21-A M.R.S. § 1060(4).  The PAC must also report operational 

expenditures that are not made for the purpose of influencing a campaign.  21-A M.R.S.  

§ 1060(4).  
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ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

During the Commission staff’s initial review of the Still Fed up with Taxes PAC’s 

records, the Commission staff flagged three issues for further review:  

1. On 08/27/2020, the PAC spent $126 at Turner Fuel Up.  The Commission staff 

requested the receipt for this expenditure. 

2. The Commission staff requested a Deposit Detail Summary for 2020.  

3. The Commission staff requested additional information regarding an entry in the 

PAC bank statements for an 08/26/2020 payment of $454.10 to the PAC treasurer, 

Ms. Michelle Brown.   

Missing Receipt.  In the initial materials provided in January 2021, the receipt for $126 to 

Turner Fuel Up was omitted from the PAC’s materials.  After making a supplemental 

request, the PAC provided that receipt.  ETH.  9.  The Commission staff considers this 

issue resolved.   

Deposit Detail Summary.  In a few instances of reviewing the leadership PACs, the 

Commission staff felt that additional information regarding the contributions and their 

deposit dates was required to accurately review the files.  After reviewing the additional 

information from the PAC, the Commission staff was able match all deposits to their 

reported contributions.  The Commission staff considers this issue resolved.   

Payment to Ms. Brown.  The Commission staff requested information concerning a 

payment by the PAC of $454.10 to Ms. Michelle Brown in the bank records.  The PAC 

clarified that Ms. Brown had made a purchase at Office Depot in the amount of $454.10 

and was later reimbursed by the PAC.  The PAC correctly reported the payee for this 

expenditure as Office Depot.  The Commission staff considers this issue resolved.   

CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing findings and recommendations, the Commission staff 

recommends that no further action be taken regarding the Still Fed up with Taxes PAC.  

Thank you for your attention in this matter. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 
 

 
 
April 16, 2021 
 
Senator Jeffrey Timberlake 
Still Fed Up with Taxes 
284 Ricker Hill Road 
Turner, ME 4282 

Ms. Michelle Brown 
Still Fed Up with Taxes 
580 E. Hebron Road 
Turner, ME 4282  

 
Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 
 
Dear Senator Timberlake & Ms. Brown: 
 
Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Still Fed Up with Taxes.  I have 

concluded my review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed 

memorandum and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be 

presented to the Commission.   

 
The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

 
After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      

 

ETH. 1



Still Fed Up with Taxes 
Page 2 
April 9, 2021 
 
I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date:  April 7, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Still Fed Up With Taxes  

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  Records were 

provided to the Commission staff on or about 01/21/2021.  A request for additional 

records was mailed on 03/09/2021.  The additional records were received on or about 

03/11/2021.  Upon completion of its review, the Commission staff has found no potential 

violations and no exceptions.  The Commission staff recommends no further action.   

II. History of Committee

Still Fed Up With Taxes registered as a political action committee on 06/24/2009.  

Senator Jeffrey Timberlake became the Principal Officer on 01/13/2012.  Ms. Michelle 

Brown was the treasurer of record for 2020.  In 2020, the Committee raised $109,313.20 

and spent $152,774.33.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) all receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, the Commission 

staff reviewed the records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize 

contributions, prohibited payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation 

ETH. 3
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of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B, failure to keep records, improper contributions and other 

errors. 

During its review of Still Fed Up With Taxes, the Commission staff found that additional 

records would be required.  On 03/09/2021, staff sent an email request for:  

(1) an 08/27/2020 receipt to Turner Fuel Up for $126;  

(2) a Deposit Detail Summary; and  

(3) more information regarding a cash withdrawal by Ms. Brown.   

The additional records were provided on 03/11/2021.      

IV. Potential Violations 

After reviewing the records provided on 01/21/2021 and the additional records provided 

on 03/11/2021, the Commission staff did not find any discrepancies that would rise to a 

potential violation of Title 21-A.   

V. Exception 

After reviewing the records provided on 01/21/2021 and the additional records provided 

on 03/11/2021, the Commission staff did not find any discrepancies that would be 

considered an exception of Title 21-A.   

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations  

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff does not recommend any further 

action regarding Still Fed Up With Taxes.   

Thank you for your attention in this matter.  

ETH. 4
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

 

 
OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 

WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 
PHONE: (207) 287-4179                   FAX: (207) 287-6775 

 

To: Commission 

From: Michael Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: May 19, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Investigation – Sunshine Hill PAC 

  
On November 18, 2020, the Commission authorized an enhanced compliance review of 

fifteen (15) political action committees that, in 2020, were led by Legislators and raised 

or spent over $5,000 in the year.  The Commission staff sent the Sunshine Hill PAC an 

initial request for records on 12/08/2020.  ETH. 5-6.  On 03/09/2021, the Commission 

staff requested a missing page from the 2020 October bank statement, which was 

provided on or before March 23, 2021.  ETH. 8.  On 04/16/2021, the Commission staff 

mailed its preliminary findings to the Sunshine Hill PAC’s officers requesting comment.  

ETH. 1-4.  The Commission staff did not receive a response.  Accordingly, the 

Commission staff found no potential violations and no exceptions.  The Commission staff 

is recommending no further action regarding the Sunshine Hill PAC.   

ANALYSIS AND STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Apart from the omitted page from the 2020 October bank statement, the Commission 

staff flagged no issues for further review on this PAC.  Accordingly, the Commission 

staff recommends that the Commission find no potential violations or exceptions.  The 

Commission staff recommends that the Commission take no further action regarding this 

PAC.  

CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing findings, the Commission staff recommends that no further action 

be taken regarding the Sunshine Hill PAC.  Thank you for your attention in this matter. 



STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

April 16, 2021 

Rep. Stacey Guerin 
Sunshine Hill 
79 Phillips Road 
Glenburn, ME 4401 

Ms. Heather Priest 
Sunshine Hill 
PO Box 1 
Augusta, ME 4332 

Re:  2020 Compliance Review of Leadership PACs 

Dear Rep. Guerin & Ms. Priest: 

Thank you for providing the requested materials for the Sunshine Hill.  I have concluded my 

review and made my preliminary findings, which are summarized in the enclosed memorandum 

and materials.  Please review the enclosed materials carefully as they will be presented to the 

Commission.   

The purpose of providing these materials to you is to invite you to comment on my preliminary 

findings.  You may provide a written letter along with any supporting documentation that you 

believe is appropriate.  If you believe that certain factual findings are inaccurate, you are 

welcome to submit information that disputes those findings.  You may also wish to correct any 

errors that you agree with prior to the Commission meeting (if you do so, please let me know in a 

letter).  Please submit any written comments no later than May 7, 2021.   

After receiving your comments, the Commission staff will submit the enclosed materials, your 

comments, and, if necessary, a cover memorandum detailing any factual corrections/updates to 

the Commission.  The Commission will consider the Commission staff’s findings at the May 26, 

2021 meeting.  If the staff’s findings indicate that a potential violation was found, then the 

Committee is encouraged to participate in the meeting.  If the findings show only exceptions, 

then the committee officers are invited to attend at their option.  If you wish to attend the May 

26, 2021 meeting but it conflicts with your schedule, please let me know and the review of your 

PAC may be moved to a later date.      

ETH. 1



Sunshine Hill 
Page 2 
April 9, 2021 
 
I am available to discuss this matter at any time if you have any questions regarding the enclosed 

materials or the overall process.  Thank you for your attention in this matter.   

 

Sincerely, 

  

Michael J. Dunn, Esq.  
Political Committee and Lobbyist Registrar 

Enclosures
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STATE OF MAINE 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL ETHICS 

AND ELECTION PRACTICES 
135 STATE HOUSE STATION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 04333-0135 

OFFICE LOCATED AT: 45 MEMORIAL CIRCLE, AUGUSTA, MAINE 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAINE.GOV/ETHICS 

PHONE: (207) 287-4179     FAX: (207) 287-6775

To: Commissioners 

From: Michael J. Dunn, Esq., Political Committee Registrar 

Date: April 7, 2021 

Re: Leadership PAC Review – Sunshine Hill PAC 

I. Overview of Findings 

The Commission staff requested the Committee’s records on 12/08/2020.  Records were 

provided to the Commission staff on or about 01/29/2021.  A request for additional 

records was mailed on 03/09/2021.  The additional records were received on or about 

03/23/2021.  Upon completion of its review, the Commission staff has found no potential 

violations and no exceptions.  The Commission staff recommends no further action.   

II. History of Committee

Sunshine Hill PAC registered as a political action committee on 07/16/2013.  Senator 

Stacey Guerin is the Principal Officer, and Ms. Heather Priest is the Treasurer.  In 2020, 

the Committee raised $25,500.00 and spent $33,610.09.   

III. Procedures

In the 12/08/2020 letter, the Commission staff requested the Committee produce the 

following 2020 records: (1) bank statements; (2) all receipts/invoices for all expenditures 

over $50; (3) documentation of any new loans or debts; and (4) records from 

ActBlue/Anedot or similar fundraising services.   

After receiving those records, the Commission staff reviewed the provided records 

against the reported transactions for incorrect reporting.  Specifically, staff reviewed the 

records for: omitted or duplicate transactions, failure to itemize contributions, prohibited 

payments, misuse of funds for personal enrichment in violation of 21-A M.R.S. § 1054-B 

failure to keep records, improper contributions and other errors. 

ETH. 3
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On 03/09/2021, the Commission staff requested the second page of the October 2020 

bank statement that was omitted in the original submission.   

The omitted bank record has been received by staff.   

IV. Potential Violations 

After reviewing the records provided, the Commission staff did not find any 

discrepancies that would rise to a potential violation of Title 21-A.   

V. Exceptions 

After reviewing the records provided, the Commission staff did not find any 

discrepancies that would be considered exceptions of Title 21-A.   

VI. Conclusions and Recommendations  

Based on the foregoing findings, Commission staff does not recommend any further 

action regarding the Sunshine Hill PAC.   

Thank you for your attention in this matter.  
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